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The word “meditation” alone can strike up an air of mystery. Some may imagine a sage monk 
on a mountaintop, or a mystical ritual involving ancient hymns. However, while meditation 
comes from an array of rich traditions, the practice itself can be done just as effectively in a 
living room as it can be on a sacred mountain- one only has to know some simple techniques. 
 
Michael Obregon of East Wind Studios in Northwest Indiana is a meditation instructor who has 
been a practitioner for two and a half years, and has even trained at Buddhist temples. At East 
Wind Studios, Obregon leads classes focusing on “mindful awareness” meditation, in which the 
focus is to practice staying in the present.  
 
“A lot of times we spend time with our minds somewhere else,” Obregon said. “Whether 
worrying about tomorrow, or thinking about things that happened yesterday.” 
 
Therein enters a most common enemy: stress.  
  
The word “meditation” itself comes from the Latin word “mederi,” which means “to heal.” This 
Latin word is also the base of “medical” and “medicine,” showing this practice has a place 
among both.  
 
According to The American Meditation Institute, meditation increases theta waves, which are 
the electrical waves that go through the brain when a person is about to fall asleep. These 
waves create a sense of inner calm, putting feelings of angst at ease. This practice is especially 
critical when looking at the long-term damage that stress can create, such as high blood 
pressure, heart disease, stomach ailments, schizophrenia, depression, a weakened immune 
system and much more, according to research published in the US National Library of Medicine 
National Institutes of Health. 
 
Obregon said many of students begin classes in order to treat their mental angst. 
 
“They’re thinking they’re stressed, because their minds are too busy,” Obregon said. “The 
majority of the students use this as a way to control their thoughts.” 
 
Like any skillful pursuit, meditation is long-term game. Here are Obregon’s steps and tips to 
beginning the practice and integrating it into daily life.  
 

• First, take your expectations and throw them out the window. “When I first started 
doing meditation on my own, I set my expectations too high. That’s a big pitfall for 
beginners,” he cautioned. In other words: don’t expect, just experience.  
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• Schedule the time that’s right for you. For Obregon, he blocks out a time period in the 
evening so that he can get tasks out of the way during the day. Obregon said to plan for 
5 to 15 minutes at a time as you begin by setting a timer. Over time, adjust for longer 
sessions. 

 

• Be consistent and patient. “The more I practiced, the more benefits I got out of it,” 
Obregon said. “Like running or playing guitar, the more you practice, the more proficient 
you become.”  

 

• Get comfortable in a quiet place. Obregon sits on a comfy cushion on the floor and 
enjoys the pleasant aroma of incense, for a more traditional setting.  

 

• Meditation methods vary, but Obregon suggests focusing on breathing, first. Count your 
breaths and focus all awareness on slowly inhaling and exhaling. 

 

• While focusing on your breathing and welcoming in feelings of tranquility and calm, be 
mindful of the present exclusively. “I remind students that there are two types of 
thinking. The human brain is wired to think all the time, that’s what it does. There is 
problem-solving, productive thinking, and there is unproductive thinking with self-
defeating thoughts,” Obregon said. Rather than get frustrated at distracting thoughts, 
calmly steer around them like you’re navigating a canoe down a stream. 
 

• To get the most from meditation, Obregon suggests taking a class, visiting a Buddhist 
temple or finding a mentor as you begin. East Wind Studios, for example, offers a free 
meditation class each month. Look online for nearby studios and practitioners to get 
started on the right foot. Obregon, as an instructor, is always happy to welcome 
newcomers. 

 
“For me, the reason why I do this is to help people, especially considering the world we 
live in nowadays,” Obregon said. “It put me in contact with a shared sense of 
community and humanity. I couldn’t ask for a better sense of purpose.” 

 


